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HIGHLIGHTS
This paper is intended to help spark a creative discussion of public
policy options to address renovictions and demovictions related to
zoning policy.
In the face of high housing demand, zoning that reduces supply drives
up costs for buyers and for tenants, including lower income tenants.
The racist origins and current equity impact of zoning in North
America has led to single detached house (SDH) zoning being termed
exclusionary zoning. Cities and other governments have begun to
relax or eliminate SDH zoning.
Landlords can renovict and demovict tenants, even to build new
SDHs. Zoning changes can, depending on other factors (e.g. demand,
financialization, the geographic focus or breadth of zoning changes),
increase the opportunity and incentive to renovict and demovict.
Provincial legislation in July 2021 shifted the onus to the landlord to
obtain permission to renovict, rather than it being on the tenant to
object. There is no provincial permission required in order to
demovict.
Cities have adopted policies to further support tenants who could be
renovicted/demovicted. Victoria and Burnaby policies are outlined,
and include such tools as financial compensation, assistance finding
new accommodation, and a right of first refusal on new units built.
Other policies can help prevent or alleviate
renovictions/demovictions, including:
building more affordable rental housing
encouraging new rental housing that doesn’t displace anyone
transition housing
rental only zoning bylaws
discouraging developments that reduce the overall number of
rental units, and
revising any policies that might concentrate redevelopment of
higher-density rental units.
The highlights above are not a complete summary of this paper. The
reader is encouraged to read the entire paper (it’s short) along with cited
references and other resources beyond this document.
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INTRODUCTION
Eviction is a real risk for many; tenants make up a significant
proportion of regional residents, and in the City of Victoria,
tenants are the majority of residents, at about 60%.

This short discussion paper briefly outlines:
The equity impacts of zoning rules that restrict housing
supply;
The potential for zoning policy changes to exacerbate
evictions related to renovations and redevelopment; and
Some of the policies - provincial and municipal - adopted to
protect tenants, and other policy ideas.

This document is intended to help inform a creative discussion of
public policy options to address such evictions. It is not an
exhaustive discussion of the subject, nor does it advocate for a
particular set of policy solutions. The reader is encouraged to
consult the sources linked, and to do additional reading. This
document does not attempt to address the wider range of
challenges facing tenants (and others), including housing quality
problems, income and wealth inequality, wage stagnation,
precarious work, and other equity concerns. 1

1 These are just some of the serious, structural problems facing tenants (and others). They are
within the jurisdiction of federal and provincial governments, and if addressed would help to
alleviate the problems associated with renovictions and demovictions.
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ZONING
Racist Origins & Ongoing Equity Impacts
Zoning was widely adopted across North America in the early 20th century. Zoning sets
limits on what can be done with land in various areas (zones) within a city. Zoning rules can
cover a wide range of subjects, including the uses of the land, the number of housing units
on a lot, floor space, building height, building set-backs (distance to property lines), number
of storeys, and so on.
Zoning is often justified as keeping certain types of incompatible uses separate, such as
abattoirs and daycares. However, zoning also has been used to keep certain types of
people separate:
“For decades, zoning bylaws and restrictive covenants have worked to keep parts of North
America’s cities white, relegating racialized people to specific, segregated areas and
baking inequality into our housing systems.” 2
Zoning continues to have a negative impact on equity across neighbourhoods. In Canada,
“[M]unicipal controls such as zoning regulations ... are operationalized to preserve high land
and dwelling
values, and to ensure that areas are developed and maintained for affluent
3
groups.”
This is why zoning that is limited to single detached houses (SDHs)—typically, the majority
of residential land (see Appendix A examples)—is sometimes termed exclusionary
zoning.In addition, zoning reduces overall housing supply, which in the face of growing
demand drives up prices and makes homes less affordable for everyone. As of November
2021, the current average City of Victoria SDH price is $1.3M, and prices are rising faster in
other municipalities in the region.
As relatively wealthy residents are priced out of higher-end SDHs, they turn to less
valuable homes, outbidding middle-income residents, who in turn buy or rent lower-value
housing stock. Thus, SDH zoning indirectly raises housing costs for tenants and lowerincome residents. As the City of Victoria notes, “households that would have previously
been seeking to4 buy a home are now opting to rent, putting additional pressure on the 5
rental market.” Victoria rents are up nearly 20 percent in the year since October 2020.
In Greater Victoria, zoning rules continue to set aside the majority of residential land for
SDHs. Smaller areas of our municipalities—town/city cores, commercial/industrial areas,
and some busier traffic corridors (with noise, light and air pollution due to concentrated
motor vehicle traffic)—are allowed to host a greater diversity of housing types, such as
townhouses and apartment buildings.
This zoning restriction forces some lower-income households to search for desired
6
housing in more distant communities, where they are more likely to be automobiledependent—adding thousands of dollars in annual transportation costs. To be truly
affordable, housing should be located in areas with low transportation costs where
households can minimize car ownership and use cheaper transportation modes (transit,
walking, cycling).
2 A. Wright, "Yes, remnants of discriminatory urban planning remain" Globe and Mail May 25, 2021 . There is a large
and growing popular literature outlining the racist origins of zoning and restrictive covenants.
3 Idem.
4 City of Victoria, "Tenant Assistance Policy"
5 CHEK News, "“It’s kind of a perfect storm”: Report indicates average rent in Victoria up nearly 20 per cent since
October 2020" Nov 15, 2021
6 See the CRD’s Housing + Transportation cost study.
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ZONING
Zoning Policy Options
Some cities (e.g. Minneapolis and Portland)7 have begun to relax SDH zoning in order to
allow more and diverse housing to be built, and attempt to reduce housing unaffordability.
Such reforms can allow, for example, townhouses, duplexes, triplexes, other multiplexes,
and small apartments to be built in areas currently reserved for SDHs, or allow tall multiunit buildings where 3-storey walk-ups are currently allowed. This can increase
affordability throughout the housing market. 8 (The City of Victoria is considering such a
Missing Middle Housing Initiative, although as currently formulated it is not expected to
result in a rush of projects being carried out. 9 )
Seeing slow municipal progress on allowing more housing, some higher-level governments
such as California, Oregon, and New Zealand have removed the ability of cities to use SDH
zoning. 10

Zoning & Evictions
For thousands of years, landlords have evicted tenants for a variety of reasons, including
renovations and demolition.
“Renovictions” occur when landlords conduct major renovations or repairs and evict
tenants. (Note that most renovations or repairs can be carried out with the tenant in
place, and do not require vacancy - see Appendix B for further discussion and
examples).
“Demovictions” occur when landlords demolish (or perform major construction
changes) and evict tenants.
Renovictions and demovictions can and do take place in the absence of zoning changes —
for example, when a SDH is renovated or repaired, or demolished and replaced with
another SDH.
When zoning of a rental property is changed to allow more units (upzoning), it is easier for a
landlord to redevelop it in order to build more units, or to sell it to someone else who may
do the same.

7 E.g. see M. Thompson and M. Saltzman, "How Minneapolis became the first to end single-family zoning" PBS, Nov 23,
2019 and L. Bliss, "How Portland’s Landmark Zoning Reform Could Work" Bloomberg, Aug 13, 2020
8 There is research showing that even new units that are too expensive for lower-income households have the effect
of freeing up lower-priced housing units as higher-income households move into the new units. (Todd Litman,
personal communication, citing: Vicki Been, Ingrid Gould Ellen and Katherine O’Regan (2019), “Supply Skepticism:
Housing Supply and Affordability,” Housing Policy Debate; Shane Phillips, Michael Manville and Michael Lens (2021),
The Effect of Market-Rate Development on Neighborhood Rents, Research Roundup, Lewis Center for Regional
Policy Studies; Shane Phillips, et al. (2021), Housing Demolition and Redevelopment in Los Angeles, Lewis Center for
Regional Studies; Miriam Zuk and Karen Chapple (2016), Housing Production, Filtering and Displacement: Untangling
the Relationships, Institute of Governmental Studies.
9 A financial analysis concluded that envisioned forms of missing middle housing would be not viable or have marginal
viability in most parts of the City. City of Victoria, “Committee of the Whole Report For the Meeting of July 29, 2021
Missing Middle Housing Initiative” p.11.
10 The Economist, "California ends single-family zoning" Sept 25, 2021; L. Bliss, "Oregon’s Single-Family Zoning Ban
Was a ‘Long Time Coming’" Bloomberg July 2, 2019; D. Penner, "B.C. takes note as New Zealand moves to ban singlefamily zoning in cities" Times Colonist Oct 27, 2021.
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ZONING
If that upzoning is only for one property (spot upzoning) and zoning rules continue to create
overall scarcity in the broader market, then the upzoned property’s market value will rise.
This increase in property value can result in higher taxation (if the property’s assessed
value rises more quickly than the assessed value of other properties.) 11
If the taxation of the property rises, there will be a further financial incentive to redevelop
or sell.
If zoning changes apply to a wide area (e.g., across a city or region) then tax on any
particular property is less likely to increase. The supply of developable land increases, and
this supply will restrain broader market price increases. Whether and how much a given
property changes in value depends on many factors, including overall demand and housing
availability in nearby communities.
It is often suggested that some “mom-and-pop” landlords who have long-term tenants
may choose not to redevelop for personal reasons (e.g. due to personal connections to
loyal tenants, or a desire to avoid financial risks or hassle). The “financialization” of rental
housing—purchase of existing rental buildings by corporations that are more focused on
profit maximization—decreases the likelihood of personal reasons restraining
redevelopment. Financialization is driven by the expectation of high profits, both from high
market rents and from limited supply and rezoning/development opportunities driving
further price increases (and speculation that this will continue). This high profitability is
driven in part by SDH zoning, and is emblematic of a “housing as commodity” mindset.

11 An increase in assessed value does not necessarily result in an increase in property taxes, as the City sets the tax
rate (“mill rate”) to raise the budgeted revenues. What determines whether a particular property’s taxes rise is how
much its assessed value rises compared to the rise in other properties.
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TENANTS
Protecting Tenants
Tenants are often vulnerable, financially or otherwise, and eviction can be extremely
difficult for anyone—particularly in a housing market where there is little availability,
market rents have risen quickly, and available units may be far more expensive than the
rent currently being paid.
When a project replaces a home or homes with a much larger number of units, it is often
possible to offer displaced tenants some of the new units created. If the overall market for
rental housing is expanded, tenants can more easily find homes.
Governments can and do put in place tenant protections.

Provincial Protections
The provincial government passed legislation in July 2021 to help protect tenants. Some
municipalities had already taken action with tenant protection bylaws and policies. The
provincial legislation made some of the municipal responses inoperative, 12 but other
municipal responses are possible.

Renovictions
Formerly, to trigger a Residential Tenancy Branch (RTB) review of a renoviction, the onus
was on a tenant to object. The July 2021 provincial legislation shifted the onus to the
landlord; the landlord now needs to apply to RTB the for permission to renovict a tenant:
“Section 49.2 of the Residential Tenancy Act establishes four basic requirements to end a
tenancy for renovations or repairs:
the landlord has all the necessary permits and approvals required by law and intends in
good faith to renovate or repair the rental unit(s)
the renovations or repairs require the unit(s) to be vacant
the renovations or repairs are necessary to prolong or sustain the use of the rental
unit(s) or the building where the rental unit(s) are located
the only reasonable way to achieve the necessary vacancy is to end the tenancy
agreement
If the above requirements are met, a landlord can apply to the RTB for an order of
possession to end a tenancy. There will be a hearing where the landlord and tenant can
provide their evidence and the arbitrator will make
a decision [on whether ending the
13
tenancy is the only way to complete the work]” (see Appendix B - Renovations or repairs
requiring vacancy under BC legislation).

12 The City of New Westminster website has an explanation.
13 “Vacancy could be required if the renovations or repairs: make it unsafe for the tenants to live there (for example,
the work requires extensive asbestos remediation) [or] result in the prolonged loss of an essential service or facility
(for example, the electrical service to the building is being severed for several weeks).” For further examples, see
Appendix B. And see generally Government of BC, “Renovictions”.
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TENANTS
If the RTB issues an Order of Possession, the tenant must be given:
one months rent as compensation; and
four months notice to vacate.
If the building has more than five units, the tenant can provide a Tenant Notice: Exercising
Right of First Refusal on the renovated unit, which means that the landlord must offer that
tenant the first opportunity to enter into a new tenancy agreement in respect of the rental
unit before offering the unit to another prospective tenant. 14 If the landlord does not
comply, the tenant is entitled to compensation of 12 months of the previous rent.
There are more details available on the BC Government’s website.

15

Demovictions
Under the provincial legislation, landlords don’t need permission to evict in order to do
“major construction” (demolish or convert a unit). The landlord can simply serve a Notice
to End a Tenancy, and the tenant must vacate within four months:
“A landlord can serve a 4 Month Notice to End a Tenancy if they are going [to]:
demolish the rental unit;
convert the residential property to strata lots under the Strata Property Act;
convert the residential property into a not for profit housing cooperative under the
Cooperative Association Act;
convert the rental unit for use by a caretaker, manager or superintendent of the
residential property; or
16
convert the rental unit to a non-residential use.”
The landlord must provide a month’s rent as compensation, no later than the day of
providing Notice. The tenant can dispute a Notice to the RTB.
If the landlord does not carry out the work or use the unit for the purposes stated, they
must provide the tenant 12 months rent as compensation.
There are more details available on the Government’s website.

17

14 https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/housing-and-tenancy/residential-tenancies/forms/rtb28.pdf
15 Ibid.
16 Government of BC, "Four Month Notice to End Tenancy"
17 Government of BC, "Four Month Notice to End Tenancy"
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MUNICIPAL
PROTECTIONS EXAMPLES
City of Victoria
Victoria has a Tenant Assistance Policy to complement the protections under the
provincial legislation noted above. The policy applies to “rezoning applications to
redevelop or demolish any building that will result in loss of existing residential rental
units.” According to the City 19 :
“the City
18 of Victoria's Tenant Assistance Policy recommends landlords provide tenants
with:
Compensation based on length of tenancy, in the form of lump sum payment or free
rent; [3 to 6 months rent] 20
Moving expenses and assistance;
Relocation assistance in finding alternate accommodation; and
Right of First Refusal…[at existing rent, or 10% below market for the units]”
In addition, the City can request that additional financial compensation or support be
provided to tenants requiring additional assistance:
“Tenants requiring additional assistance may include (but not limited to):
Long-term tenants who may be paying significantly below market-rent, and for whom
entering the current market may present financial challenges
Tenants with specific housing needs due to a disability (physical and/or mental health
issues)
Seniors, who may be long-term tenants and living on a fixed income
Families with young children, who may have difficulty finding appropriate units
Newcomers (recent immigrants and refugees)
Households with very low (<$19,999) to low ($20,000 - $34,999) income
Self-reporting of additional assistance required by tenants
(disclosure to the applicant on
21
the reason for requiring assistance is not required)”
More details are available in the City’s Tenant Assistance Policy.

22

The City of Victoria has asked the provincial government to give it the ability to protect
tenants not just in the case of rezoning applications, but also where development permits
and building permits are issued.

18 City of Victoria, "Tenant Assistance Policy" Sept 10, 2020. Elsewhere the Policy uses the terms “renovate or
redevelop.”
19 City of Victoria, “Information for Tenants”.
20 See Policy for details of rent basis for market and non-market housing, but generally it follows this formula: “Up to
5 years: 3 months’ rent; 5 to 9 years: 4 months’ rent; 10 to 19 years: 5 months’ rent; 20+ years: 6 months’ rent. Ibid.
21 Ibid.
22 City of Victoria, "Tenant Assistance Policy" Sept 10, 2020. Elsewhere the Policy uses the terms “renovate or
redevelop.”
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MUNICIPAL
PROTECTIONS EXAMPLES
City of Burnaby
Burnaby garners praise for its tenant protections, which, according to the City, are
“some of the strongest protections in the country, thanks to a revised Tenant
Assistance Policy.
“The revised policy protects tenants in market rental buildings displaced from their
homes when a building owner decides to renovate or rebuild under a rezoning
application.
Tenants will receive:
Help finding a new place to rent, if requested;
Rent top-up payments, if needed, to bridge the gap between rent for the new unit
and existing rent level;
Help with moving expenses; and
The right to return to the new development at the same rent (plus any Residential
23
Tenancy Act rent increases) in a suite with the same number of bedrooms.”
The City of Burnaby states that its “updated Tenant Assistance Policy applies to all new
rezonings as well as rezonings currently in stream that have not yet
received second
24
reading.” It applies only to multifamily buildings (5 or more units).
More details are available in the City’s Tenant Assistance Policy.

25

23 City of Burnaby, "Burnaby tenants protected by comprehensive Tenant Assistance Policy". There is a link to the full
text of the policy at https://www.burnaby.ca/our-city/programs-and-policies/housing/tenant-assistance.
24 City of Burnaby, Tenant Assistance Policy, ibid: “This policy applies to privately-owned multiple family rental
buildings with five or more dwelling Units. This policy does not apply to community housing that is operated as below
market rental by nonprofit housing societies, housing co-operatives, the Provincial government, the City, regional
government authorities, or Indigenous nations.”
25 Ibid.
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OTHER TENANT
PROTECTION OPTIONS
In addition to what the province and some municipalities are doing to protect tenants
facing potential renoviction and demoviction, other policy ideas are possible. The following
items are intended to provide additional food for thought for creative exploration of new
ideas. Some of the ideas may require provincial implementation or enabling legislation, and
there would need to be consideration of which ideas could work in combination with
others.

Build more affordable and market rental housing
A key protection for tenants is to build more affordable rental housing, including public and
non-profit housing, and rental housing generally. Creating new, purpose-built rental
housing units expands the overall supply of rental housing, reducing rents and prices in the
area, reducing the incentive to evict, and improving the likelihood that evicted tenants can
find new homes. Generally, provincial and federal governments will need to provide
26
financial support for affordable projects, but cities can change zoning rules and processes
to facilitate more purpose-built rental housing, including affordable housing.
The alternative source
of affordable housing is to rely on market-priced homes to age and
27
become degraded until they are affordable as rentals. However, in addition to raising
questions of justice, this process can be both slow and unreliable, especially in an area of
high demand. It often takes decades for a home to decline in quality enough to be
affordable, and the need is current. Also, many homes will be well-maintained and never
decline to the extent that they provide affordable housing. Additionally, poorly maintained
homes and areas can become targets for gentrification, removing them from the potential
affordable housing stock. Purpose-built rental housing is a quicker and more reliable
source of supply of rental units, including affordable units.

Encourage new, non-displacing rental housing
Cities can support SDH owners seeking to convert under-used basements to secondary
suites, or build garden suites. Such new rental supply does not result in evictions, and can
help absorb tenants who are renovicted or demovicted. The increase in rental supply would
also help to reduce rents, and thus reduce the incentive to evict tenants.

Density bonusing for affordable units, and a right of first refusal
Cities could allow developers additional density (approval to build more units in a given
building) if the additional units are affordable in perpetuity, and offered to displaced
households on a right of first refusal basis. Contributions to affordable housing would likely
be more viable and useful if applied to larger buildings.

Discourage developments that reduce rental units
Policy could discourage, or ban, the redevelopment of buildings with multiple units into
buildings with fewer units (e.g. older multi-unit homes being replaced with new
mansions/SDHs).
26 In Burnaby, for example, new multi-family residential rezoning requires 1:1 replacement of all existing rental units, at
existing rents for returning tenants and 20% below CMHC market median rents for new tenants. City of Burnaby,
"Rental Use Zoning Policy".
27 The point can be made that affordable housing should never be simply aged and degraded housing.
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OTHER TENANT
PROTECTION OPTIONS
Adjusting policies that focus redevelopment on existing apartment buildings
Apartment buildings are being redeveloped to provide new multi-unit buildings. This
displaces many more tenants than would be the case for redevelopment of SDH
properties occupying a similar footprint. Cities could review existing policies to determine
whether any of them tend to concentrate redevelopment on existing multi-unit buildings
rather than SDHs, and adjust them to remove that bias.

Units available for displaced tenants
Some new non-market housing could be set aside for displaced tenants. Even if displaced
tenants have a right of first refusal to newly-built units, the tenants may need a place to
live until their new accommodations are available. A number of publicly-owned or nonprofit units could be prioritized for temporary transition housing, on a rent-geared-toincome basis, or more widely.
Cities could adopt policies to encourage developers with multiple larger projects to
sequence them so that tenants displaced from one building can be housed in another
building that is already completed (temporarily until the newer one is completed, or
indefinitely).

Tenant assistance and non-market rentals fund
Cities could create a fund that supports displaced households or helps pay for new nonmarket housing units (some or all of the units can be specifically reserved for displaced
households). The fund could be grown through:
Rental-loss fees paid for each rental unit lost;
Low-density development fees for newly built
SDHs (this would help to align cities’
28
development financial contribution policy with the broader goals of
accommodating more residents on a limited land base);
Gradually shifting relative tax rates of property types to encourage density and
number of rental units, with incremental revenues on low-density properties going
into the fund (while grandfathering existing rates on low-density properties until the
next property sale).

Rental-only zoning bylaws
Section 481.1 of BC’s Local Government Act allows a municipality to pass a rental-only
zoning by law; New Westminster 29
was the first to do so, designating existing rental units in
six buildings as rental-only units. While this would not directly address a specific
renoviction or demoviction, it could support the local supply of rental units, making more
options available for displaced tenants, and putting downward pressure on rents.

Advocate to reduce demand-stoking housing policy
In the last few years, provincial and federal governments have implemented a number of
policies to restrain demand in housing. However, they occasionally implement or propose
housing policies that financially support people to buy SDHs, and which stoke housing
demand. Such policies raise prices for SDHs, and for rental units. Cities can advocate for
such policies to be avoided.
28 Often expressed in community amenity contributions or development cost charges.
29 New Westminster Record, "New West court victory on rental-only zoning a win for affordability: city" Mar. 30,
2021
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DISCUSSION POINTS
1. Which policies for protecting tenants could
be adopted by your municipality?
a. From the Victoria example
b. From the Burnaby example
c. Others, whether noted in this paper or not
2. Which policies should not be adopted by your
municipality, and why not?
3. Which provincial policies should be improved
by the provincial government?
4. Are there other policies or approaches that
could protect tenants, as supply is expanded?
5. For policies that you feel should be adopted,
or improved:
a. Who would be effective supporters?
b. Who would be effective opponents?

This Discussion Ideas paper was prepared by David Thompson, for
the Community Social Planning Council of Greater Victoria. The
author gratefully acknowledges the input, critiques, ideas and links
contributed by several discussion participants and reviewers, and
takes responsibility for any errors.
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APPENDIX A
Greater Victoria Zoning Map Examples

Victoria Zoning Map30

30 City of Victoria, “Official Community Plan - Section 6: Land Management and Development”
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APPENDIX A
Greater Victoria Zoning Map Examples

Oak Bay Zoning Map31

31 Original map by District of Oak Bay is black and white and this colourized version was published on Reddit.
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APPENDIX B
Renovations or repairs requiring vacancy under BC
legislation
From Government of BC, “Renovictions” 32
“What renovations or repairs would require vacancy?”
“Vacancy could be required if the renovations or repairs:
make it unsafe for the tenants to live there (for example, the work requires extensive
asbestos remediation)
result in the prolonged loss of an essential service or facility (for example, the
electrical service to the building is being severed for several weeks)
Stripping a rental unit down to the studs to replace insulation, electrical wiring and
plumbing is an example of extensive renovations or repairs that probably requires the
rental unit to be vacant.”
“What renovations or repairs would NOT require vacancy?”
“Renovations or repairs that result in temporary, intermittent, or short-term loss services
like water, hydro or heat, or disruption to the tenant like construction noise do not usually
require the rental unit to vacant. For example, re-piping an apartment building can usually
be done by shutting off the water to each rental unit and carrying out the renovations or
repairs one rental unit at a time. Vacancy is almost never required for renovations or
repairs that are cosmetic, such as painting walls, replacing doors, and replacing
baseboards.
The table below gives some more information on common types of renovations or
repairs and whether they are likely to require the rental unit to be vacant. Keep in mind
however, that the extent of work required for each type of renovation or repair can vary
based on building materials, other planned work, etc.

32 https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/housing-tenancy/residential-tenancies/ending-a-tenancy/renovictions.
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